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attached great importance. He was no stranger in Warsaw, and
now returned the visit made by Beck to Riga in the previous year.
He saw President Moscicki and had long conversations with Beck.
At a dinner Beck said that Poland had never been indifferent
to the fate of the neighbouring State of Latvia, which she desired
to see always free and independent. Poland was joined to Latvia
by a common frontier and by both States having frontages on
the Baltic, the only sea to which they had access—a fact, Beck
remarked, which gave them mutual interests and a reason for
their collaboration. Besides the geographical ties, there existed
certain political ideas they also shared, such as the belief in the
principle that for international peace and stability no question
affecting any State could be settled without its consent. Hunters
emphasized the adherence of Latvia to the principle Beck
enunciated. The task before them was the strengthening of the
peace structure in Eastern Europe. To a Press gathering Hunters
mentioned, as very important, a conversation with Rydz-Smigly,
the chief of the Polish Army, which was united, he said, with
the Latvian Army by many memories of the past. Before leaving
Poland the Latvian Minister spent a day in Cracow, where he
placed a wreath on the tomb of PilsudskL
FRESH PHASES OF THE INTERNATIONAL CRISIS
The German reply, dated March 31, to the proposals of the
other Locarno Powers gave the German peace plan in detail, but
it did not hold up the General Staff conversations in progress
between England, France, and Belgium. Hitler's plan provoked
much discussion throughout Europe and adverse criticism in
France. Comment in Poland was rather mixed awaiting the publica-
tion of the French counter-plan. Two other features of the general
situation arrested attention: the resumption of conscription
in Austria, despite the relevant peace treaty; and the total defeat
of the Emperor of Abyssinia's army, which brought into view
the conquest of Ethiopia by Italy, notwithstanding the League
of Nations and its sanctions. The Italian victories disquieted
the Little Entente as well as the Balkan Entente, the latter being

